A problem of supervised approaches for text classification is that they commonly require high-quality training data to construct an accurate classifier. Unfortunately, in many real-world applications the training sets are extremely small and present imbalanced class distributions. In order to confront these problems, this paper proposes a novel approach for text classification that combines under-sampling with a semi-supervised learning method. In particular, the proposed semi-supervised method is specially suited to work with very few training examples and considers the automatic extraction of untagged data from the Web. Experimental results on a subset of Reuters-21578 text collection indicate that the proposed approach can be a practical solution for dealing with the class-imbalance problem, since it allows achieving very good results using very small training sets.
Introduction
Nowadays there is a lot of digital information available from the Web. This situation has produced a growing need for tools that help people to find, filter and analyze all these resources. In particular, text classification [10] , the assignment of free text documents to one or more predefined categories based on their content, has emerged as a very important component in many information management tasks.
The state-of-the-art approach for automatic text classification considers the application of a number of statistical and machine learning techniques, including regression models, Bayesian classifiers, support vector machines, nearest neighbor classifiers, neuronal networks and statistical methods driven by a hierarchical topic dictionary to mention some [1, 10, 3] . A major difficulty with this kind of supervised techniques is that they commonly require high-quality training data to construct an accurate classifier. Unfortunately, in many real-world applications the training sets are extremely small and even worst, they present imbalanced class distributions (i.e., the number of examples in some classes are significantly greater that the number of examples in the others).
In order to overcome these problems, recently many researches have been working on semi-supervised learning algorithms as well as on different solutions to the class-imbalance problem (for an overview refer to [2, 11] ). On the one hand, it has been showed that by augmenting the training set with additional -unlabeled-information it is possible to improve the classification accuracy using different learning algorithms such as naïve Bayes [9] , support vector machines [7] , and nearestneighbor algorithms [13] . On the other hand, it has also been demonstrated that by adjusting the number of examples in the majority or minority classes it is possible to tackle the suboptimal classification performance caused by the class-imbalance [6] . In particular, there is evidence that under-sampling, a method in which examples of the majority classes are removed, leads to better results than over-sampling, a method in which examples from the minority classes are duplicated [5] .
In this paper we propose a novel approach for text classification with imbalanced classes that combines under-sampling and semi-supervised methods. The idea is to use under-sampling to balance an original imbalanced training set, and then apply a semi-supervised classification method to compensate the missing of information by adding new -highly discriminative-training instances.
The most relevant component of the proposed approach is the semi-supervised classification method. It mainly differs from previous methods in three main concerns. First, it is specially suited to work with very few training examples. Whereas previous methods consider hundreds of training examples, our method allows working with just groups of ten labeled examples per class. Second, it does not require a predefined set of unlabeled examples. It considers the automatic extraction of related untagged data from the Web. Finally, given that it deals with few training examples, it does not aim including a lot of additional information in the training phase; instead, it only incorporates a small group of examples that considerably augment the dissimilarities among classes.
It is important to mention that this method achieved very good results on classifying news documents about natural disasters [4] . It could construct an accurate classifier starting from only ten training examples per class. However, in that case, the training collection was simple: it only contained five clearly separable classes with no imbalance. In contrast, in this new experiment we aim to explore the capacity of the method to deal with more complex document collections that contain a great number of imbalanced and overlapped classes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows the general scheme of the proposed approach for text classification with imbalanced classes. Section 3 describes the Web-based semi-supervised classification method. Section 4 presents some evaluation results on a subset of Reuters-21578 text collection. Finally, section 5 depicts our conclusions and future work. Figure 1 shows the general scheme of the proposed approach. It consists of two main phases: under-sampling and semi-supervised text classification.
Overview of the Proposed Approach
Under-sampling is one of the methods most commonly used to adapt machinelearning algorithms to imbalanced classes. As we mentioned, it considers the elimination of training examples from the majority classes. In this case, examples to be removed can be randomly selected, or near miss examples, or examples that are far from the minority of the class instances [5] .
In our particular case, we apply a kind of "extreme" under-sampling over the original data set. The idea is to assemble a small balanced training corpus by eliminating -at random-a great number of examples from all classes. This extreme strategy was mainly motivated by the fact that small training sets are more advantageous for our semi-supervised classification method. In addition, this decision was also motivated by our interest on demonstrating that the problem of learning from imbalanced classes can be modeled as one of learning from very small training sets.
The second phase considers the semi-supervised classification method. This method consists of two main processes. The first one deals with the corpora acquisition from the Web, while the second one focuses on the semi-supervised learning problem. The following section describes in detail these two processes.
It is important to point out that the Web has been lately used as a corpus in many natural language tasks [8] . In particular, Zelikovitz and Kogan [14] proposed a method for mining the Web to improve text classification by creating a background text set. Our proposal is similar to this approach in the sense of it also mines the Web for additional information (extra-unlabeled examples). Nevertheless, our method applies finer procedures to construct the set of queries related to each class and to combine the downloaded information. This process considers the automatic extraction of unlabeled examples from the Web. In order to do this, it first constructs a number of queries by combining the most significant words for each class; then, using these queries it looks at the Web for some additional training examples related to the given classes.
Query Construction. In order to form queries for searching the Web, it is necessary to previously determine the set of relevant words for each class in the training corpus. The criterion used for this purpose is based on a combination of the frequency of occurrence and the information gain of words. We consider that a word w i is relevant for class C if: 1. The frequency of occurrence of w i in C is greater than the average occurrence of all words (happening more than once) in that class. That is: Once obtained the set of relevant words per class, it is possible to construct the corresponding set of queries. Founded on the method by Zelikovitz and Kogan [14] , we decide to construct queries of three words. This way, we create as many queries per class as all three-word combinations of its relevant words. We measure the significance of a query q = {w 1 , w 2 , w 3 } to the class C as indicated below:
Web Searching. The next action is using the defined queries to extract from the Web a set of additional unlabeled text examples. Based on the observation that most significant queries tend to retrieve the most relevant web pages, our method for searching the Web determines the number of downloaded examples per query in a direct proportion to its Γ-value. Therefore, given a set of M queries {q 1 ,…, q M } for class C, and considering that we want to download a total of N additional examples per class, the number of examples to be extracted by a query q i is determined as follows:
Semi-supervised learning
As we previously mentioned, the purpose of this process is to increase the classification accuracy by gradually augmenting the originally small training set with the examples downloaded from the Web. Our algorithm for semi-supervised learning is an adaptation of a method proposed elsewhere [12] . It mainly considers the following steps:
1. Build a weak classifier (C l ) using a specified learning method (l) and the training set available (T). 2. Classify the downloaded examples (E) using the constructed classifier (C l ). In order words, estimate the class for all downloaded examples. 5. Iterate σ times over steps 1 to 4 or repeat until E m = ∅. In this case σ is a user specified threshold. 6. Construct the final classifier using the enriched training set.
Experimental Evaluation

Experimental Setup
Corpus. We selected the subset of the 10 largest categories of the Reuters-21578 corpus. In particular, we considered the ModApte split distribution, which includes all labeled documents published before 04/07/87 as training data (i.e., 7206 documents) and all labelled documents published after 04/07/87 as testing set (i.e., 3220 documents). Table 1 shows some numbers on this collection. Searching the Web. We used Google as search engine. We downloaded 2,400 additional examples (snippets for these experiments) per class.
Learning method. We selected naïve Bayes (NB) as the base classification method. Document Preprocessing. We removed all punctuation marks and numerical symbols, that is, we only considered alphabetic tokens. We also removed stop words and hapax legomena, and converted all tokens to lowercase. On the other hand, in all experiments we took the 1000 most frequent words as classification features. Evaluation measure. The effectiveness of the method was measured by the classification accuracy, which indicates the percentage of documents that have been correctly classified from the entire document set. Baseline. For this case, all training data was used to construct a naïve Bayes classifier. The achieved accuracy of this classifier over the given test data was of 84.7%.
Experimental Results
As we mentioned in section 2, the proposed approach has two main phases: undersampling and semi-supervised text classification. The idea is to apply undersampling to assemble a balanced training corpus, and then use a semi-supervised classification method to compensate the missing of information by adding newhighly discriminative-training instances (i.e., snippets downloaded from the web).
Because our semi-supervised method is specially suited to work with very few training examples, we applied an "extreme" under-sampling over the original training data. Table 2 shows the accuracy results corresponding to different levels of data reduction. It is important to notice that using only 100 training examples per class it was practically possible to reach the baseline result. In order to evaluate the semi-supervised classification method we performed two experiments. The first one only used 10 training examples per class, whereas the other one employed 100 training instances per class.
It is important to clarify that using more examples allows constructing more general and consequently more relevant queries. For instance, using one hundred examples about the INTEREST class, we constructed queries such as: <bank + money + interest>, <money + market + banks> and <bank + interest + rate>.
Using the automatically constructed queries, we collected from the Web a set of 2,400 snippets per class, obtaining a total of 24,000 additional unlabeled examples. It is interesting to point out that thanks to the snippet's small size (that only considers the immediate context of the query's words), the additional examples tend to be lees ambiguous and contain several valuable words that are highly related with the topic at hand. As an example, look at the following snippet for the class INTEREST: <compare mortgage rates home loans cd rates auto loans credit free objective information rate quotes consumer bank products cds auto loans home equity loans money market funds personal loans> Finally, the downloaded snippets were classified using the original document collection as training set (refer to section 3.2). The best ten examples per class, i.e., those with more confidence predictions, were selected at each iteration and were incorporated to the original training set in order to form a new training collection. In both experiments, we performed 10 iterations. Table 3 shows the accuracy results for all iterations of both experiments. From table 3 we can observe that the semi-supervised learning method did its job. For instance, when using only 10 training examples per class the method produced a notable 12% increase in the accuracy (from 56.6 to 70.6). Nevertheless, it is clear that given the complexity of the given test collection (that contains some semantically related classes such as grain, corn and wheat) it is necessary to start with more training examples.
In the case of the second experiment (which made use of 100 training examples per class), the increment in the accuracy was not as high as in the first experiment. It only moved the accuracy from 84% to 86.9%. However, it is important to mention that this increment was enough to outperform the baseline result. In other words, the method allowed obtaining a better accuracy using only 1000 training examples than considering all 7206.
